
Please do YOURSELF the biggest favor, you could by taking a quantum 
leap to Success by joining our amazing Mystical Success Club™. Meet 
people from all over the world, with regular success telephone confer-
ence calls, 50% discounts on products, Success Forum website, 24 
hour chat room for MasterMind sessions, PR opportunities, and so 
much more. Check it out now only $19.95 a month (Tax deductible) go 
to www.MSuccessClub.com

Please visit our other powerful websites and we also HIGHLY recom-
mend our other Powerful MusiVation™ Positive Music CDs.

www.RingtonesForSuccess.com
Program Yourself To SUCCESS with these Unique and powerful Ringtones for 
Success. Every time your cell phone rings you will hear a great message.

www.MusiVation.com
Our main website full of powerful, motivational & inspirational success 
products.

www.EMusiVation.com
This site is full of powerful, motivational & inspirational products that are 
downloadable in mp3 format. Includes products by Rev Ike & Bob Proctor.

www.BeAMagnetToSuccess.com (As Seen On TV)
Exponentially Increase Your Income and quicken your speed to financial 
freedom and Huge Success with this powerful FUN DVD Training system!

www.HollywoodSuccessBook.com
Everything you need to know to achieve world-wide success in the film and 
television industry. Includes Best Selling Book and DVD Training System.

www.MPowerTV.com
The World's First Positive Online Shopping Self-Improvement & Success TV 
Website 

www.MusiVation.com/SongKidz.asp
I CAN DO IT Positive Music & Self Esteem Songs for K I D Z on CD!

www.BobProctor.com
Check out all of Bob’s truly outstanding books and programs!
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John Endara, Treavor Rogers, J’en El, John Ahern, 
Ray Justice, Mc’Babe, Dan Muhe, Lawrence T. Bond, 
Daniel Levine, Christine Gordon, Sondra & Jesse 
Nash, Carolyn & David Purcell, Jeanette Margaret 
Hirche, Matthew Hurtado, Janice Ballard and of 
course The Great Bob Proctor.

We at MusiVation International would like to thank the 
following people for their faith and dedication with all of 
our work at MusiVation! You guys rock, and together we 
sure do Create Miracles. Thank you for being on the 
planet at this time because everyone of you is a magical 
being making such a huge difference to our world.

All of you are
Sunshine Incarnate 
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Hello my friend,  

Congratulations on making a decision to permanently improve 
your life with MusiVation’s™ SONGS FOR SUCCESS. 
MusiVation™ is being regarded as one of the great 
psychological discoveries of this century to help an individual 
change their life to the positive!  The psychological discovery, 
MusiVation™, is a vitally important aspect of your new life that 
will alter your perception of learning.  MusiVation™ will turn 
learning the Universal Laws of Attraction that govern your 
growth into a joy filled experience.

Please read this entire booklet and really take this in because 
what we are about to say is extremely important, and when fully 
understood will change your life.  Your sub-conscious condition-
ing, or your paradigm, will determine your logic.  What we are 
asking you to do will perhaps for some appear totally illogical 
relative to your present paradigm. The idea of magnetizing 
yourself to money and success, through positive affirmation 
songs could be considered crazy to the mind of the general 
population.  This is why we stress the importance of the idea 
that our conditioned mind determines our logic. 

P.O. BOX 12933         *          LA JOLLA, CA  92039-2933
PHONE: (800) 547-5601 FAX: (858) 277-0629

E-MAIL: MUSIVATION@AOL.COM   
WEBSITES: WWW.MUSIVATION.COM    WWW.EMUSIVATION.COMSONGS 

SONGS FOR
FORSUCCESS

SUCCESS

9. You Can Do It
M. Blood & J. Beatty

You can be a dancer
You can be a star
Everything you dream of
Is really who you are

Because you can DO IT
You can do it
Live life and be Free
Yes you can do it
You can do it
Be all that you can be

Thoughts that you’re now think-
ing Is where your future lies
So choose your thoughts believ-
ing and they’ll materialize

(Repeat Chorus)

Think about what can be done 
instead of what has been 
The Universe is calling YOU to 
live out every dream 
Begin today to change your life 
change your life with thoughts 
Thoughts of who you really are
Begin it now because 
YOU CAN DO IT

10. No Limitations
M. Blood & J. Beatty

Don’t give me limitations
Don’t give me safety nets
Don’t give me prison walls
I won’t sleep on burning beds*

Just give me life and I will live
Just let me love I will forgive
Just give me air
And I will breathe
Oh I do believe

Won’t listen to what they say
Won’t be just like the rest
Won’t be a part of their play
I just want to be my best

Just give me sun and I will shine
Just give me bread, grapes from 
the vine with a little faith 
I will believe that I will receive

(Repeat Chorus)

(*by burning beds we mean negative 
thoughts permeating our thought 
atmosphere as we sleep)
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For it is this conditioned mind of the general population which 
causes them to feel that, it is a form of insanity to think that 
you could magnetize yourself to success. Well you can, as The 
Law of Attraction works whether you are using it consciously or 
not.

You may have seen Bob Proctor (www.BobProctor.com) in the 
amazing film “THE SECRET” directed by Drew Heriot 
(www.DrewPictures.com), and if you have not seen it we 
HIGHLY recommend watching this powerful film. If you have 
already seen “The Secret” you know how important it is to fill 
your mind with thoughts that are positive and NOT focus on 
what you do not want, but only on what you do want.

When Bob Proctor first was informed that Michele would be 
singing at one of his large events in Australia, he said at first 
he did not understand why the promoters wanted this singer to 
perform, however understanding how the mind works by the 
end of the event Bob realized how powerful these songs were, 
not only in uplifting the audience, but how the songs them-
selves were a powerful tool to quickly raise vibration and affect 
ones mind to the positive for longevity. He realized that the 
songs were affecting the left and right hand hemispheres of the 
brain. The lyrics into the left logical side, and the melody and 
music into the right side. This gives a whole brain experience 
which is WHY these songs go directly into your subconscious 
mind. 
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Be quiet my love (spirit within) and 
listen for within you will feel a 
sound The creators voice is 
telling us air is made from the 
same stuff as the ground.

(Repeat Chorus)

8. SYNERGY
M. Blood & B. Proctor 

There’s a way to get it moving
To make it happen…to get high
Get firmly planted in the clouds
Join thoughts and let them fly

When your mind joins into others
And all your thoughts melt into 
one
Thought energy begins to sizzle
And a new force has begun

That force is synergy
Red hot energy
Positive energy
Builds into synergy

When your hearts are joined 
together
The creative power starts to flow
Wondrous things begin to happen

You’re all charged from head to 
toe

With synergy – Hot energy
Pos-it-ive En-er-gy
Grows into syn-er-gy
It’s Synergy hot energy
Positive energy turns into 
Synergy

You’ll shine and become magnetic 
You’ll draw the good in people 
out The whole world will be a 
better place
And everyone will start to shout

Stimulating, invigorating, emulat-
ing, all pervading
Face to face, builds the energy
Taste to taste, is the synergy
Thoughts melting into one
A new force has begun
It’s called synergy, red-hot 
energy

That force is synergy
Red hot energy
Positive energy
Builds into synergy

It’s SYNERGY………
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Bob and Michele went on to do many powerful seminars 
together in Asia, and Bob began writing some powerful lyrics 
for the MusiVation™ songs that we have included on this CD 
along with other powerful songs co-written with John Beatty. In 
fact Bob’s beautiful wife, Linda, came up with the name 
MusiVation™.

On this CD, which is being released again in 2006 with a new 
format (The original release was in 1995), we decided to add 
this booklet so that you would truly understand how powerful 
these songs are. Yes they are fun and simple, however some-
times we overlook something just because it is well… simple. 
We often feel something must be difficult in order for it to 
work, and that is simply nonsense. The thought that things 
must be difficult is again just old negative programming we 
have been taught by others.

As you become immersed in the powerful affirmation songs, 
miraculous and marvelous things will begin to happen with 
constant regularity. A new world of beauty and prosperity will 
unfold and brighten your life.

Why do you think advertising agencies spend multi-millions on 
jingles? BECAUSE these little, simple jingle songs go straight 
into the listener’s (their customer’s) subconscious mind where 
they want their product to be FOREVER. With MusiVation™ 
songs YOU are the one who decides what is going to be adver-
tised to your powerful mind. Bob likens our subconscious mind 
as a Genie where Our Wish is at it’s command. Bob has spoken 
this way for over 30 years about the mind as our Genie, and it 
certainly is. Now that you understand, you too will be placing 
only positive thoughts/orders to your Genie.
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5. I Am A Magnet 
    To Money
Inspired by Rev. Ike
M. Blood & J. Beatty

Money is my obedient servant
I do not serve money,
Money serves me.

I Am a Magnet to Money
I now have more than I need
I Am a Magnet To Money
$$ Money, Money Loves me
(Repeats)

6. Carry Me Away
M. Blood & J. Beatty 

I choose to live in the now
Trusting life will show me how
And Carry me away
I have courage, I have Faith
I always know which road to take
To carry me away
(Repeats)

Carry me beyond all the fears
For I now know
That Love will lead
And carry me away
Love will carry me away
To Success

7. COMMUNICATION
M. Blood & B. Proctor 

The whole Universe is related
We’re all in the same family
Vibration makes nature a part of 
you and you with nature a part of 
me... A part of me….

Races must come together before 
it gets too late
We must understand we’re really 
ONE and begin to communicate
(Repeats)

As we study The Law VIBRATION
We’ll view other people from our 
hearts. 
The whole world will be one 
nation and communication will be 
an art straight from our heart.

Races must come together before 
it gets too late
Let’s understand we’re really ONE 
and begin to communicate
Races must come together with 
love to replace hate Let’s under-
stand we’re really one and begin 
to communicate.

Let’s begin to communicate….
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All of us at MusiVation International want to sincerely congratu-
late you on making this investment for your life. Months and 
years from now you will look back upon this as a wise 
decision…it will also mark a wonderful turning point in your life.

With these positive affirmative songs played every day, your 
mind will return to its pure, happy, healthy, prosperous state.  
Evidence of this will appear in your material word and your 
results.  Yes, you will most certainly be rewarded for your faith.  
Believe, proceed, and succeed.  Whatever area you desire to 
improve in your life look through our MusiVation.com website 
today.  Say yes because you can do it! (We also highly recom-
mend New Paradigms and The Be A Magnet To Success DVD 
Training System)

Now Please read on for instructions.
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With persistence, persistence
I’ll go the distance every time
With persistence, yes persistence
If I want it then it’s mine

4. RISK
M. Blood & B. Proctor

Risk opens the door to a magic 
place. It gives you courage and it 
gives you grace.
You’ll love, you’ll learn, grow and 
be free. Come on take a risk, it’s 
for you and me
Take a risk…everybody

Be bold, be brave
Stand straight and tall
Let the power flow
You’re gonna Win it all
Come on take a risk

In the magic place everybody’s 
free. It’s the spot your Spirit 
longs to be. When you risk, 
remember that you’re not alone
So get up and out of your comfort 
zone
Take a risk… to freedom 
(Chorus Repeat x 2) 

Take a risk to freedom

3. Persistence
M. Blood & B. Proctor

Fame & fortune stand there 
waiting
They will never fade away
They’re both yours for the asking
But there’s a price you need to 
pay

It’s PERSISTENCE…PERSISTENCE
That shovels up the gold
It’s persistence, yes persistence
That brings fame for you to hold

Fame is not a common suitor
And fortune’s fickle I am told
You must develop that one 
ingredient
Or you’re alone out in the cold

It’s persistence, yes persistence
That expresses what you’ve got
It’s persistence, yes persistence
That makes fame & fortune both 
so hot

You beat resistance with persis-
tence
You stay until the job is done
Your reward will be fulfillment
You’ll know inside that you have 
won
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Instructions for Effective 
Use of MusiVation’s SONGS FOR SUCCESS™

1. Listen to each song in this powerful CD once or twice to
    satisfy your curiosity, and become aware of the contents of
    each song, and to truly take in the positive new lyrics that 
    are powerful affirmations. 

2. Read the lyrics for each of the songs slowly and THINK.  As
    you read, pay very close attention to the message in each
    line. There is real power in each line. There is real power in 
    each of these songs. Memorize these lyrics…sing or listen to 
    the songs over and over again until they begin to play 
    themselves in your marvelous mind. Become as familiar 
    with these lyrics as you are with your own name.

3. When you have a particular negative thought that comes up, 
    ignore it and say next, and simply shift your attention back 
    to what YOU DO WANT.

4. Write down a letter that describes your new life (On page 
    #9 of this booklet). This is a very important assignment to 
    do AFTER listening to the CD for one week every day. The 
    reason is your old thinking may limit you in writing down 
    what you REALLY want, however after a solid week of 
    listening to these powerful songs every day your thinking 
    will be much BIGGER. SO THINK BIG, HAPPY, Positive 
    thoughts, and don’t ask how it will happen just think about 
    what you REALLY, REALLY WANT. Ask yourself, “What do I 
    really, really want to experience in this beautiful life?”
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We just came here for a visit, to 
create both day and night
We are guided by pure Spirit 
and protected by white light

S U C C E S S Is Mine

2. Greet this Day 
    With Love
M. Blood & J. Beatty

I greet this day 
With love in my heart
I Am living this day
As if it was my last
(Repeats)

Today I begin a new life
Today my life has a new start
(Repeats)

I greet this day 
With love in my heart
I Am living this day
As if it was my last
(Repeats)

1. SUCCESS
M. Blood & B. Proctor

S U C C E S S
Success...Success x 2
Ah...Ah...
Success...Success

True Success is the direction 
you choose your life to go
So build a mental image of 
beauty the whole world will 
follow your glow

Success always follows imagin-
ing, you'll brighten everything 
you touch
Your mind's a part of infinite 
good, 
you can never ask too much

So ask for………..
S U C C E S S
Success...Success x 2
Ah...Ah...
Success...Success 

Put Spirit's name on every image, 
fit them next with wings of gold
Send them flying into infinite, 
by law they must unfold.
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This Page is for you to write down your NEW Goals
Listen to the MusiVation™ Songs For Success and fill your mind with 
what you do want. Remember the almighty Universal Mind must have 
specifics from you. Also remember it is none of your business HOW it is 
going to happen. Just keep focused on the end result as if it has already 
happened. Repeat your New Life OUT LOUD with PASSION EVERY 
MORNING for 30 days and watch the miracles manifest. 

My new Life!!

I __________, am so joyously happy and grateful now that……
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Thank you Higher Power God for this truth for me. I am so 
grateful to be alive, rich and happy!! 

So much love and thanks,

___________________
(Sign your name)

5. Read the lyrics as each song is playing.  Sing along when in 
    your car…really sing…get emotional, put your heart into 
    each song.  This will help with your memorization.  Every 
    time you sing these lyrics, you alter the old conditioning a 
    little more.  The repetition of lyrics, being impressed upon 
    your sub-conscious mind, will alter your Paradigms and 
    improve the quality of every aspect of your life. 

CAUTION:  Your old paradigms may put up a real fight. Old 
paradigms do not like being replaced.  Your old conditioning 
could cause you to feel that listening to these songs as 
instructed is foolish behavior, when exactly the opposite is prob-
ably true.  What you have been doing in the past was probably 
foolish behavior by comparison.  This CD program is a highly 
effective, personal development program.  It will ultimately lead 
you to receiving everything you will ever want.

Listen & Sing Be Persistent.
Love…Light…Fun and Success

Bob Proctor
www.BobProctor.com

Michele Blood
www.MusiVation.com
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This Page is for you to write down your NEW Goals
Listen to the MusiVation™ Songs For Success and fill your mind with 
what you do want. Remember the almighty Universal Mind must have 
specifics from you. Also remember it is none of your business HOW it is 
going to happen. Just keep focused on the end result as if it has already 
happened. Repeat your New Life OUT LOUD with PASSION EVERY 
MORNING for 30 days and watch the miracles manifest. 

My new Life!!

I __________, am so joyously happy and grateful now that……
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Thank you Higher Power God for this truth for me. I am so 
grateful to be alive, rich and happy!! 

So much love and thanks,

___________________
(Sign your name)

5. Read the lyrics as each song is playing.  Sing along when in 
    your car…really sing…get emotional, put your heart into 
    each song.  This will help with your memorization.  Every 
    time you sing these lyrics, you alter the old conditioning a 
    little more.  The repetition of lyrics, being impressed upon 
    your sub-conscious mind, will alter your Paradigms and 
    improve the quality of every aspect of your life. 

CAUTION:  Your old paradigms may put up a real fight. Old 
paradigms do not like being replaced.  Your old conditioning 
could cause you to feel that listening to these songs as 
instructed is foolish behavior, when exactly the opposite is prob-
ably true.  What you have been doing in the past was probably 
foolish behavior by comparison.  This CD program is a highly 
effective, personal development program.  It will ultimately lead 
you to receiving everything you will ever want.

Listen & Sing Be Persistent.
Love…Light…Fun and Success

Bob Proctor
www.BobProctor.com

Michele Blood
www.MusiVation.com
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SONGS SONGS 
FORFOR

SUCCESSSUCCESS

We just came here for a visit, to 
create both day and night
We are guided by pure Spirit 
and protected by white light

S U C C E S S Is Mine

4. Greet this Day 
    With Love
M. Blood & J. Beatty

I greet this day 
With love in my heart
I Am living this day
As if it was my last
(Repeats)

Today I begin a new life
Today my life has a new start
(Repeats)

I greet this day 
With love in my heart
I Am living this day
As if it was my last
(Repeats)

1. Intro

2. Instructions

3. SUCCESS
M. Blood & B. Proctor

S U C C E S S
Success...Success x 2
Ah...Ah...
Success...Success

True Success is the direction 
you choose your life to go
So build a mental image of 
beauty the whole world will 
follow your glow

Success always follows imagin-
ing, you'll brighten everything 
you touch
Your mind's a part of infinite 
good, 
you can never ask too much

So ask for………..
S U C C E S S
Success...Success x 2
Ah...Ah...
Success...Success 

Put Spirit's name on every image, 
fit them next with wings of gold
Send them flying into infinite, 
by law they must unfold.
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With persistence, persistence
I’ll go the distance every time
With persistence, yes persistence
If I want it then it’s mine

6. RISK
M. Blood & B. Proctor

Risk opens the door to a magic 
place. It gives you courage and it 
gives you grace.
You’ll love, you’ll learn, grow and 
be free. Come on take a risk, it’s 
for you and me
Take a risk…everybody

Be bold, be brave
Stand straight and tall
Let the power flow
You’re gonna Win it all
Come on take a risk

In the magic place everybody’s 
free. It’s the spot your Spirit 
longs to be. When you risk, 
remember that you’re not alone
So get up and out of your comfort 
zone
Take a risk… to freedom 
(Chorus Repeat x 2) 

Take a risk to freedom

5. Persistence
M. Blood & B. Proctor

Fame & fortune stand there 
waiting
They will never fade away
They’re both yours for the asking
But there’s a price you need to 
pay

It’s PERSISTENCE…PERSISTENCE
That shovels up the gold
It’s persistence, yes persistence
That brings fame for you to hold

Fame is not a common suitor
And fortune’s fickle I am told
You must develop that one 
ingredient
Or you’re alone out in the cold

It’s persistence, yes persistence
That expresses what you’ve got
It’s persistence, yes persistence
That makes fame & fortune both 
so hot

You beat resistance with persis-
tence
You stay until the job is done
Your reward will be fulfillment
You’ll know inside that you have 
won
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Bob and Michele went on to do many powerful seminars 
together in Asia, and Bob began writing some powerful lyrics 
for the MusiVation™ songs that we have included on this CD 
along with other powerful songs co-written with John Beatty. In 
fact Bob’s beautiful wife, Linda, came up with the name 
MusiVation™.

On this CD, which is being released again in 2006 with a new 
format (The original release was in 1995), we decided to add 
this booklet so that you would truly understand how powerful 
these songs are. Yes they are fun and simple, however some-
times we overlook something just because it is well… simple. 
We often feel something must be difficult in order for it to 
work, and that is simply nonsense. The thought that things 
must be difficult is again just old negative programming we 
have been taught by others.

As you become immersed in the powerful affirmation songs, 
miraculous and marvelous things will begin to happen with 
constant regularity. A new world of beauty and prosperity will 
unfold and brighten your life.

Why do you think advertising agencies spend multi-millions on 
jingles? BECAUSE these little, simple jingle songs go straight 
into the listener’s (their customer’s) subconscious mind where 
they want their product to be FOREVER. With MusiVation™ 
songs YOU are the one who decides what is going to be adver-
tised to your powerful mind. Bob likens our subconscious mind 
as a Genie where Our Wish is at it’s command. Bob has spoken 
this way for over 30 years about the mind as our Genie, and it 
certainly is. Now that you understand, you too will be placing 
only positive thoughts/orders to your Genie.
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7. I Am A Magnet 
    To Money
Inspired by Rev. Ike
M. Blood & J. Beatty

Money is my obedient servant
I do not serve money,
Money serves me.

I Am a Magnet to Money
I now have more than I need
I Am a Magnet To Money
$$ Money, Money Loves me
(Repeats)

8. Carry Me Away
M. Blood & J. Beatty 

I choose to live in the now
Trusting life will show me how
And Carry me away
I have courage, I have Faith
I always know which road to take
To carry me away
(Repeats)

Carry me beyond all the fears
For I now know
That Love will lead
And carry me away
Love will carry me away
To Success

9. COMMUNICATION
M. Blood & B. Proctor 

The whole Universe is related
We’re all in the same family
Vibration makes nature a part of 
you and you with nature a part of 
me... A part of me….

Races must come together before 
it gets too late
We must understand we’re really 
ONE and begin to communicate
(Repeats)

As we study The Law VIBRATION
We’ll view other people from our 
hearts. 
The whole world will be one 
nation and communication will be 
an art straight from our heart.

Races must come together before 
it gets too late
Let’s understand we’re really ONE 
and begin to communicate
Races must come together with 
love to replace hate Let’s under-
stand we’re really one and begin 
to communicate.

Let’s begin to communicate….
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For it is this conditioned mind of the general population which 
causes them to feel that, it is a form of insanity to think that 
you could magnetize yourself to success. Well you can, as The 
Law of Attraction works whether you are using it consciously or 
not.

You may have seen Bob Proctor (www.BobProctor.com) in the 
amazing film “THE SECRET” directed by Drew Heriot 
(www.DrewPictures.com), and if you have not seen it we 
HIGHLY recommend watching this powerful film. If you have 
already seen “The Secret” you know how important it is to fill 
your mind with thoughts that are positive and NOT focus on 
what you do not want, but only on what you do want.

When Bob Proctor first was informed that Michele would be 
singing at one of his large events in Australia, he said at first 
he did not understand why the promoters wanted this singer to 
perform, however understanding how the mind works by the 
end of the event Bob realized how powerful these songs were, 
not only in uplifting the audience, but how the songs them-
selves were a powerful tool to quickly raise vibration and affect 
ones mind to the positive for longevity. He realized that the 
songs were affecting the left and right hand hemispheres of the 
brain. The lyrics into the left logical side, and the melody and 
music into the right side. This gives a whole brain experience 
which is WHY these songs go directly into your subconscious 
mind. 

SONGS 
SONGS FOR

FORSUCCESS
SUCCESS

Be quiet my love (spirit within) and 
listen for within you will feel a 
sound The creators voice is 
telling us air is made from the 
same stuff as the ground.

(Repeat Chorus)

10. SYNERGY
M. Blood & B. Proctor 

There’s a way to get it moving
To make it happen…to get high
Get firmly planted in the clouds
Join thoughts and let them fly

When your mind joins into others
And all your thoughts melt into 
one
Thought energy begins to sizzle
And a new force has begun

That force is synergy
Red hot energy
Positive energy
Builds into synergy

When your hearts are joined 
together
The creative power starts to flow
Wondrous things begin to happen

You’re all charged from head to 
toe

With synergy – Hot energy
Pos-it-ive En-er-gy
Grows into syn-er-gy
It’s Synergy hot energy
Positive energy turns into 
Synergy

You’ll shine and become magnetic 
You’ll draw the good in people 
out The whole world will be a 
better place
And everyone will start to shout

Stimulating, invigorating, emulat-
ing, all pervading
Face to face, builds the energy
Taste to taste, is the synergy
Thoughts melting into one
A new force has begun
It’s called synergy, red-hot 
energy

That force is synergy
Red hot energy
Positive energy
Builds into synergy

It’s SYNERGY………
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Hello my friend,  

Congratulations on making a decision to permanently improve 
your life with MusiVation’s™ SONGS FOR SUCCESS. 
MusiVation™ is being regarded as one of the great 
psychological discoveries of this century to help an individual 
change their life to the positive!  The psychological discovery, 
MusiVation™, is a vitally important aspect of your new life that 
will alter your perception of learning.  MusiVation™ will turn 
learning the Universal Laws of Attraction that govern your 
growth into a joy filled experience.

Please read this entire booklet and really take this in because 
what we are about to say is extremely important, and when fully 
understood will change your life.  Your sub-conscious condition-
ing, or your paradigm, will determine your logic.  What we are 
asking you to do will perhaps for some appear totally illogical 
relative to your present paradigm. The idea of magnetizing 
yourself to money and success, through positive affirmation 
songs could be considered crazy to the mind of the general 
population.  This is why we stress the importance of the idea 
that our conditioned mind determines our logic. 

P.O. BOX 12933         *          LA JOLLA, CA  92039-2933
PHONE: (800) 547-5601 FAX: (858) 277-0629

E-MAIL: MUSIVATION@AOL.COM   
WEBSITES: WWW.MUSIVATION.COM    WWW.EMUSIVATION.COM
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FORSUCCESS
SUCCESS

11. You Can Do It
M. Blood & J. Beatty

You can be a dancer
You can be a star
Everything you dream of
Is really who you are

Because you can DO IT
You can do it
Live life and be Free
Yes you can do it
You can do it
Be all that you can be

Thoughts that you’re now think-
ing Is where your future lies
So choose your thoughts believ-
ing and they’ll materialize

(Repeat Chorus)

Think about what can be done 
instead of what has been 
The Universe is calling YOU to 
live out every dream 
Begin today to change your life 
change your life with thoughts 
Thoughts of who you really are
Begin it now because 
YOU CAN DO IT

12. No Limitations
M. Blood & J. Beatty

Don’t give me limitations
Don’t give me safety nets
Don’t give me prison walls
I won’t sleep on burning beds*

Just give me life and I will live
Just let me love I will forgive
Just give me air
And I will breathe
Oh I do believe

Won’t listen to what they say
Won’t be just like the rest
Won’t be a part of their play
I just want to be my best

Just give me sun and I will shine
Just give me bread, grapes from 
the vine with a little faith 
I will believe that I will receive

(Repeat Chorus)

(*by burning beds we mean negative 
thoughts permeating our thought 
atmosphere as we sleep)
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John Endara, Treavor Rogers, J’en El, John Ahern, 
Ray Justice, Mc’Babe, Dan Muhe, Lawrence T. Bond, 
Daniel Levine, Christine Gordon, Sondra & Jesse 
Nash, Carolyn & David Purcell, Jeanette Margaret 
Hirche, Matthew Hurtado, Janice Ballard and of 
course The Great Bob Proctor.

We at MusiVation International would like to thank the 
following people for their faith and dedication with all of 
our work at MusiVation! You guys rock, and together we 
sure do Create Miracles. Thank you for being on the 
planet at this time because everyone of you is a magical 
being making such a huge difference to our world.

All of you are
Sunshine Incarnate 
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Please do YOURSELF the biggest favor, you could by taking a quantum 
leap to Success by joining our amazing Mystical Success Club™. Meet 
people from all over the world, with regular success telephone confer-
ence calls, 50% discounts on products, Success Forum website, 24 
hour chat room for MasterMind sessions, PR opportunities, and so 
much more. Check it out now only $19.95 a month (Tax deductible) go 
to www.MSuccessClub.com

Please visit our other powerful websites and we also HIGHLY recom-
mend our other Powerful MusiVation™ Positive Music CDs.

www.RingtonesForSuccess.com
Program Yourself To SUCCESS with these Unique and powerful Ringtones for 
Success. Every time your cell phone rings you will hear a great message.

www.MusiVation.com
Our main website full of powerful, motivational & inspirational success 
products.

www.EMusiVation.com
This site is full of powerful, motivational & inspirational products that are 
downloadable in mp3 format. Includes products by Rev Ike & Bob Proctor.

www.BeAMagnetToSuccess.com (As Seen On TV)
Exponentially Increase Your Income and quicken your speed to financial 
freedom and Huge Success with this powerful FUN DVD Training system!

www.HollywoodSuccessBook.com
Everything you need to know to achieve world-wide success in the film and 
television industry. Includes Best Selling Book and DVD Training System.

www.MPowerTV.com
The World's First Positive Online Shopping Self-Improvement & Success TV 
Website 

www.MusiVation.com/SongKidz.asp
I CAN DO IT Positive Music & Self Esteem Songs for K I D Z on CD!

www.BobProctor.com
Check out all of Bob’s truly outstanding books and programs!
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